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Abstract

In this paper we incorporate the possibility of international migration of
Labour (IML) into a model of open economy with a non-competitive labour
market. Migration flows in our model are endogenously determined by labour
market performance. Our approach to the specification of the labour market is
based on a trade union model where employed workers can exercise insider
power. The model we develop allows for a simultaneous determination of union
membership and real wages under conditions of migration outflows.
In this framework, we show that migration outflows, lead to a real consumer
wage higher than what would have been in the absence of migration. We also
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show that an increase in the rest-of-the-world wage or a decrease in the average
migration cost will lead to higher real consumer wages at home. On the other
hand, an increase in the real exchange rate will increase the home real prod
uct wage, however, the sign of change in the home real consumer wage is
ambiguous. Finally, an improvement in the firm ’s product market will raise
both the domestic real consumer wage and the employment level (JEL Classifi
cation: J42, F22)

I. Introduction

Much of the theoretical literature on international migration of labour
(IML) assumes competitive labour markets. The labour markets of most
countries, however, do not conform with this assumption: many western
countries are currently experiencing a persistently high level of unemploy
ment; and changes in the marginal revenue product of labour are usually
accompanied by changes in the level of employment rather than in real
wages. These two stylized facts of today’s economies, unemployment and
real wage rigidity, should in principle be taken into account in examining
the macroeconomic implications of international migration of labour. Few
exceptions to full employment treatment of international migration, are the
papers by Bhagwati & Hamada [1974], M cCulloch & Yellen [1975],
Rodriguez [1976], Djajic [1985] and Schmidt [1994]. These papers, however,
assume either a non market-clearing wage that is set administratively (by,
for example, minimum wage legislation) or treat migration flows as exoge
nous (bounded by government regulations).
Contemporary economic theory suggests three approaches to unemploy
ment and rigid wages that differ from the traditional consideration of mini
mum wage legislation. The first is the “implicit contracts” theory, which
assumes that firms supply their workers with insurance against income
uncertainty. This results in a relatively stable real wage. The second is the
“trade union” model, which is based on the assumption that trade unions
have some bargaining power over wages and/or employment. The third
approach is the “efficiency wages” theory, which assumes that labour effort
is related to real wages offered by firms.
The aim of this paper is to incorporate the possibility of IML into a trade
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union model of a small open economy with a flexible exchange rate. In the
context of our model, international migration flows are endogenously relat
ed to the labour market performance rather than fixed by government regu
lations. Our motivation comes from Brecher & Choudhri [1987] who argue
that IML will cause a partial adjustment in the wage rate even if this wage
rate is set unilaterally by a trade union or by a firm through efficiency wage
considerations. Furthermore, the choice of a trade union approach rather
than an efficiency wage approach is based on two considerations. First, as
Nickell [1990] notes, “we have some evidence in favour of the efficiency
wage story but it is not, as yet, overwhelming”. Second, trade unions play a
decisive role in wage-employment decisions in many industrial countries,
particularly in Europe (see, e.g. Layard, Nickell & Jackman, [1991, 1994]
and Lindbeck [1993]).
We will restrict our analysis to the case of a small open economy, which
faces outflows of labour (emigration). We will also assume that the economy
is made up of many identical firms, all unionized. This assumption allows us
to consider the wage-employment bargaining within an individual firm as a
microcosm of the entire labour market wage-employment bargaining.
Throughout the paper we shall further assume that the union is concerned
only with the welfare of its existing members and wishes to maximize the
expected utility of its median member. In Section II we extend the efficient
bargains model to the open-economy case. In this model the union and the
firm bargain over the joint determination of the wage rate and the level of
employment. The outcome of this bargaining is Pareto efficient, i.e. it lies
on the contract curve. In Section III we open up the economy to internation
al migration. The decision to migrate or not is assumed to be based on the
existing wage differential between the small open economy and the rest of
the world. In this context, migration outflows reduce the membership of the
trade union. Since the union is concerned with the welfare of its existing
members, lower membership results in higher wages, as there are fewer
union jobs to be protected. Hence employment and union membership re
main lower after the migration flows have ceased and unemployment may
be lower or unchanged depending on whether or not “outsiders” are migrat
ing. We also find that, through international migration, the home real con
sumer wage is positively related to the rest-of-the-world wage and negatively
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related to average migration cost: an increase in the rest-of-the-world wage
or a decrease in the migration cost induces a larger proportion of insiders to
migrate abroad. Therefore, the smaller number of remaining insiders, act
ing through their union, will succeed in achieving higher real consumer
wages at home. On the other hand, an increase in the real exchange rate
increases the home real product wage. However, the sign of change in the
home real consumer wage is ambiguous. Finally, an improvement in the
firm’s product market by strengthening the bargaining position of the trade
union leads to an increase in both the real consumer wage and the employ
ment level. Section IV contains concluding comments.

II. The Efficient Bargains Model of Trade Unions
in the Open Economy Case

We consider an open economy that is made up of many identical firms, all
unionized. Thus, the wage-employment activity within an individual firm
may be seen as a microcosm of the wage-employment activity of the entire
labour market.
Trade unions theory is based on the idea that unions are concerned only
with the welfare of their existing members and aim to maximize an objective
function. The specification, however, of the union’s objective may take a
variety of functional forms. Following Layard, Nickell & Jackman [1991] we
shall assume here that the union wishes to maximize the expected utility of
its median voter derived from the real consumer wage.
We may, then, specify the union’s objective function as
V = [u(coc)- u (x c) ] ^ ^

L

i

a)

where
is the utility of the median voter derived from the real consumer

u{co°)

wage, net of the disutility of work.
is the utility derived from not working,

tix c)
co
W

W

be the real consumer wage.
is the money wage.
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Pc

is the consumer price index defined as Pc= P人(EP*)1—
入
.

p

is the GDP deflator,

r

is the foreign price level.

E

is the nominal exchange rate (defined as units of domestic cur
rency per unit of foreign currency).

A

is the share of domestic goods in total domestic consumption.
The assumption that 儿> 0.5 means that home residents have a
preference for home goods.

c一 X
x =-w
r c

be the real consumption layoff pay; which is the income equiva
lent of not being employed.

X

is the money layoff pay.

L

is employment.

L0
L

is the initial membership of the union (taken to be exogenous).
is the probability of the median voter to be employed, for L < L0.

Next we turn our analysis to the firm’s objective. We formalize the firm’s
objective in a conventional way: we assume that the firm is concerned with
the real producer profit. Let f{L) be a strictly concave production function.
Then, real profits are given by

兀= m - W L ,

⑵

where
_ W
co = — be the real producer wage.
Having analyzed the objectives of the firm and the union, we now turn our
analysis to the determination of the wage rate and the level of employment.
For this purpose we need to specify the process (bargaining structure) by
which the firm and the union reach agreement. We shall consider the case
of the efficient bargains, that is, the union and the firm may bargain over the
joint determination of the wage rate and the level of employment. Bargains
of this type are off the labour demand curve and are Pareto efficient. Effi
cient bargains or efficient contracts are points of tangency between a
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union’s indifference curve and an isoprofit curve. The set of efficient bar
gains is the contract curve of the barter between the union and the firm.
To arrive at some determinate point on the contract curve, we need an
explicit bargaining theory. The best known formal solution to the bargain
ing problem is the Nash bargaining solution. Following Creedy & McDon
ald [1991] we will assume here different bargaining powers for the union
and the firm. Thus the asymmetric Nash bargaining solution maximizes the
weighted geometric mean (Nash product or Nash maximand) of the union’s
and firm’s payoffs. Hence, the Nash product to be maximized is
0

1

N = U -[ u(coc) - u(Xc) ] Y ' [f(L) —copL ] ^

where the weights ^

and ^

(3)

are the bargaining powers of the union and

the firm respectively.
Differentiation of (3) with respect to w and L gives the first-order condi
tions:
e = — —--- (contract - curve)
cop- n )

(4)

and

副
1+0 L

소

+ /u )

{power locus) ,

(5)

where
ᄋ
y:从/ ^

e=
u^°

is the real consumer wage elasticity of net utility
(ᄌ ) from work.

The above can be best explained in terms of Figure l .1 The indifference
curves in the (cop，L) space are “kinked”. They are rectangular hyperbolas,
asymptotic to co= x^or L < L0, while for L > L0 they are horizontal. In other
words, when employment is less than the union membership, the union is
prepared to trade wages for employment. On the other hand, when employ
ment exceeds the union membership, the union places no value on further
1. W e adopt here the diagrammatic exposition used by Creedy and M cDonald [1991].
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Figure 1
Determination of the Bargained Wage I

employment since the median member is always employed and he/she is
then only concerned with his/her wage.
The family of isoprofit curves in the (wp9L) space is also depicted in Fig
ure 1. Each isoprofit curve is concave from below. The locus of the maxi
mum points of the isoprofit curves is the labour demand curve, since the
labour demand curve defines the profit-maximizing employment at any
wage. Hence, isoprofit curves are upward sloping to the left of the labour
demand curve and downward sloping to the right of the labour demand
schedule. A lower isoprofit curve is more desirable for the firm since it rep
resents higher profits: for any given L, a smaller W implies an increase in
firm’s profits.
Equation (4) defines the contract curve of efficient bargains. This result
is not surprising since the derivation of Nash solution uses Pareto optimality
as one of its axioms.2 The contract curve is depicted in Figure 1 by the
upward sloping curve from A to B. Equation (5) is the “power locus” (PL).
2. See also Fallon and Very [1988] p.186.
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Given the concavity of the production function, both the average and the
marginal product of labour are decreasing. As a result, PL is negatively
sloped as illustrated in Figure 1. The PL starts from point C, which lies on
the isoprofit curve of zero profits and on the labour demand curve.
The intersection of the upward sloping contract curve and the downward
sloping power locus determines the bargained wage. Substituting (5) into
(4) one can get an algebraic expression for the bargained wage W\given by
the condition
~

(b

CX

e = — ----0(1 一 a )

(b)

Equation (6) states that the bargained wage is a mark-up on the layoff pay
Xc, in terms of utility.

III. Efficient Bargains, Insider Power and International Migration

In our analysis so far we have examined the efficient bargains model in
the case of a closed and an open economy but we have ignored the possibili
ty of international migration. In this section we open up the economy to
international migration and we consider the efficient bargains model in a
dynamic context.
As Bhagwati & Rodriguez [1983，
p. 209] note, international migration in a
dynamic context can be analyzed either as a once-and-for-all labour move
ment or as a rate of migration per unit of time. Here, for simplicity, we shall
treat IM L as a once-and-for-all labour movement. Moreover, following
Layard, Nickell & Jackman [1991], we shall start our analysis by consider
ing the economy in an initial period where no labour outflows occur and an
efficient bargains’ real wage has been established. Then, we shall move on
to the next period where migration outflows will be assumed to take place
and we shall examine their implications for real wages and employment.
More specifically, we shall consider two periods of time, period 1 and period
2. In period 1，no migration outflows take place and the labour market is
described by our analysis in Section II. In period 2, which is analyzed in this
section, a once- and-for-all migration outflow occurs and we examine its
implications for the bargained real wage and the employment level. This
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simplified assumption of two periods will allow us to distinguish between
the two situations, i.e. no migration and migration. It may be justified on the
grounds that an economy first establishes its wages and employment level,
for any given international economic conditions, and then any changes in
the international economic conditions are taken into account.
Since in this section we open up the economy to international migration,
we need to consider first how a migration outflow will affect the bargaining
between the two players, i.e. the firm and the union. To simplify the analysis
we shall make the assumption that only employed workers are migrating.3
As will become evident shortly, because the bargained wage is determined
solely by the behaviour of employed workers, whether or not the unem
ployed workers migrate abroad has no impact on the bargained wage.
For the firm a migration outflow will mean a lower number of employees,
while for the union it will mean lower membership. At an unchanged bar
gained wage, lower employment will mean a lower wage bill and thus higher
profits for the firm. In terms of Figure 1，this is illustrated by a move to a
lower isoprofit curve. On the other hand, lower union membership will, at
an unchanged bargained wage, increase the probability of the median mem
ber to be employed. Thus if the union is to remain on the same indifference
curve the real bargained wage has to increase. Therefore, a migration out
flow will be in favour of the firm and against the union. How will the union
react to this situation? Will the union bargain for higher wages or/and high
er employment? To answer these questions, we need to extend the efficient
bargains model to the case where the membership of the union is not fixed.
The best known approach to a changing union membership is the “insidersoutsiders model”.4
The insider-outsider approach was developed in a series of contributions
by Lindbeck & Snower [1986，1987], Blanchard & Summers [1986], Car3. Hazari [1994], in a framework of skilled and unskilled labour, assumes that only
skilled and employed workers emigrate. In our framework the insider status guaran
tees, both, employment and the right to use one’s skills, while an outsider is de-franchised from both.
4. The extension of the efficient bargains model into the case of insider power is quite
natural since, as Layard, Nickell & Jackman, [1991], pp. 27-28 note “Any union model
of unemployment is (and always has been) a model of insider power.”
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ruth & Oswald [1987], Gottfries & Horn [1987], Blanchard & Fischer
[1989], Drazen & Gottfries [1990] and Layard, Nickell & Jackman [1991].
Following the insider-outsider theory we distinguish between two types of
workers: the employed trade union members, the “insiders”; and the unem
ployed non-union members, the “outsiders”. An insider who loses his job is
assumed to leave the union and to become an outsider. As a result, the trade
union reflects the interest of the insiders to the detriment of the outsiders.
Outsiders have no role in the bargaining process, since they are assumed
not to be able to undercut employed workers. This assumption is a crucial
one and is based on the existence of labour turnover costs. That is, the basic
idea is that it will be costly for a firm to exchange employed union members
(insiders) for unemployed union members (outsiders) because of firing and
hiring costs. These labour turnover costs place a market power into the
hands of the insiders, which they may exploit for their own interests, i.e. to
push up their wages or to maintain their jobs. Furthermore, by reflecting
the interests of the currently employed workers, the union will attach no
importance to creating employment for the currently unemployed. In other
words, the union’s indifference curves will be kinked at an employment
level equal to its current membership. Indeed, as Carlin and Soskice [1990,
p. 449] argue, the objectives of the insiders are
“(1 ) to maintain their own employment; (2) to increase their real wage,
with objective (1) taking precedence over (2); and (3) to attach no
importance to creating employment for those who are currently unem
ployed..
Let us assume that in period 1 the intersection of the contract curve with
the power locus determines the bargained real product wage and the
employment level, i.e. the point (cof* L[). Since the initial membership of
the union was L0, the number of unemployed union members in period 1 is
given by the difference L0- L[. We may now move on to period 2 and ask
what will happen to union membership in this period.
Following the insiders-outsiders theory and assuming first that no migra
tion outflows take place, union membership will be L[. This means that the
union’s indifference curves will now be kinked at the employment (mem
bership) level L[ and not at L0. This is illustrated in Figure 2, where the
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Figure 2
Determination of the Bargained Wage II

zone of horizontal parts of the indifference curves is extended leftwards to
L[. That is, for L > L[, the union reflecting the interests of the insiders will

not be prepared to bear any sacrifice in wages in return for a higher level of
employment. Let E denote the point with coordinates (cof, L[). Since the in
difference curves are kinked at L = Lj and are negatively sloping for L < L\y
the new contract curve will be positively sloped for L <L\ and vertical at
L-L\. This is depicted in Figure 2，where the new contract curve is shown

by the kinked curve AEH.
We turn next our attention to the power locus. The slope and the shape of
the PL is unaffected by the position of the point where the indifference
curves are kinked. However, the effective part of the power locus is now CE
since the union is not prepared to trade wages for employment beyond L\.
The intersection of the two loci will occur at point E where co^ = cof and
L2= L[. That is, the bargained real wage and the level of employment will be

the same as in period 1 ，although the union membership is lower than in
period 1. The reason for this is that union membership requires workers to
remain employed. Therefore, the insiders of period 1, acting through their
union, will bargain for a wage in period 2 such that they will not lose their
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insider status, i.e. maintain their jobs.
Consider, next, the case where a migration outflow of workers occurs in
period 2. What are the predictions of the efficient bargains model? What will
be the bargained wage and the level of employment when firms and unions
operate under conditions of international labour migration? As we have
already explained at the beginning of this section, at an unchanged real
wage, migration outflows will be against the welfare of the union. Therefore,
the trade union has to take into account migration outflows when it bargains
for real wages and employment with the firm. This, however, gives rise to
the question of how migration outflows are determined and whether they
are treated by the union as exogenously or are endogenously determined as
the outcome of the bargain.
The case of exogenous labour outflows, in the form of a fixed quit rate per
period of time, has been examined by Layard, Nickell & Jackman [1991]. In
their analysis, they show that the remaining insiders will achieve a higher
real bargained wage. In our analysis here we shall treat international migra
tion as endogenously determined rather than as a fixed exogenous outflow
of labour, unrelated to the existing conditions in the domestic labour mar
ket. Therefore, we shall extend the analysis of the efficient bargains to the
case of an endogenously induced outflow of labour. At this point, we make
three assumptions: first, that migration outflows depend upon the bargained
real wage; second, the trade union knows the size of migration outflows that
may result at each level of the bargained real wage; and third, the trade
union takes into account migration outflows when it bargains with the firm
over real wages and employment.
Next we need to examine the behaviour of the insiders who are potential
migrants. We shall assume that the decision to migrate or not is based on
the existing real consumer wage differentials between the home country
and the rest of the world.5 Let !n denote a once-and-for-all fixed real migra
5. A common assumption of the existing literature on labour migration is that wage dif
ferentials between countries generate international labour migration. See, for exam
ple, various papers in the May 1983 special issue of the Journal of International Eco
nomics on International Factor Mobility, as well as, Rodriguez [1976], Djajic [1985],
Greenwood & M cDowell [1986], Stark [1991], Straubhaar & Zim m erm ann [1992],
Burda [1993] and Agiomirgianakis [1998]. This assumption can be traced back to
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tion cost.6 Most of the literature on international migration, including
McCulloch & Yellen [1975], Baldwin & Venables [1994], and Burda [1993],
assumes that the migration cost is fixed and the same for all migrants. How
ever, as pointed out by the literature on search models with learning and
migration,7 the migration cost, ᄊ，may be viewed not merely as the trans
portation cost, but also as a cost affected by a variety of factors, such as lan
guage and cultural differences and the existence of friends and relatives
who have migrated earlier. These factors, by limiting the flow of information
for some people or providing access to more information for some others,
will affect /i differently across workers.8 Therefore, we shall assume that /d
is fixed for each individual but varies among migrants and that it is uniform
ly distributed in the interval (o, jl), where jl is the highest migration cost.9
This assumption, which is commonly used in industrial organization;10
allows us to take account of the heterogeneity of the population concerning
migration decisions.
Let cof be the real consumer wage in the rest of the world, which, when
converted in units of domestic good, is11
co = (ofSk ，
Hicks [1932], who note that “...differences in net economic advantages, chiefly differ
ences in wages, are the main causes of migration...”.
6. The migration cost, fi，can be treated as amortized cost, i.e. annual payments equiva
lent to the total lump-sum cost of emigration. See M cCulloch & Yellen [1975].
7. See Johnson & Salt [1990] and M olho [1986] for a survey.
8. This derivation of migration function also allows us to derive a linear form of migra
tion function.
9. See Carrington Et Al [1996] for an excellent analysis of migration with endogenous
moving costs.
10. See, e.g. Tirole [1988] and Booth & Chatterji [1993].
11. Note that the foreign real consumption wage in hom e currency purchasing-power
units, d), can be expressed as:
-

cof P：
E

(0 = ^ ~
where: a / is the foreign real consumer wage in foreign-currency purchasing power
units; Pc is the fQreign real consumer prices in foreign-currency purchasing power
units and S =

is the real exchange rate.

Using the definition of Pc and normalizing P* and P +to unity we have cb=
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where S is the real exchange rate.
The existing wage differential in period 2 between the home country and
the rest of the world is

= 피.

An insider will be indifferent between migrating abroad or staying home
if 12
(7)

(o-(oc
2= ii

Let /d(coc
2) be the value of the migration cost corresponding to the mar
ginal migrant. Then, an insider who has a migrating cost lower than ju(coc
2)
will migrate while an insider with a migrating cost higher than ti\(Oc
2) will
stay in the home country. We may illustrate this by using the uniform distri
bution:
Figure 3
Determination of Migration Costs

0

The whole area of the rectangle represents union membership in period 1
(insiders), which is split up by the migration cost ii\(oc
2). The number of
migrants is given by the number of workers whose migration cost is in the
interval (o, fi{(oc
2)), shown by the shadowed rectangular area in Figure 3.
The remaining part of the rectangle shows the number of non-migrating
insiders and hence the effective membership of the union in period 2 .
Therefore, the outflow of workers in period 2 is given by
L

• )#

*(

쑤

(8)

As we have assumed earlier, the union of insiders takes into account mi

12. W e have made the assumption of risk neutral workers in order to simplify our analy
sis. This assumption is commonly used in the international migration literature (see,
for example, Bhagwati & Ham ada [1974] and M cCulloch & Yellen [1975]. The case
of a risk aversion utility will complicate our analysis without changing qualitatively
our results.
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gration outflows when it bargains with the firm. Therefore, in period 2，the
union’s effective membership13 denoted by M e
2, will be
M i = L; - (否: 비 ) r = L; f 1-

^

I

(9)

^ J

Obviously
M 2 = L[ as long as ft) = ^ and M 2
e < L[ as long as 0 < co- coc
2 < jl.

That is, in the absence of a real wage differential between the home coun
try and the rest of the world, the effective union membership will be equal
to the first period’s employment level. In the presence of wage differentials,
however, the effective membership in period 2 will be lower than the em
ployment of the first period.
Furthermore, the effective membership is an increasing function of the
real wage rate, (oc
2, and the average migrating cost (/i/ 2), while it is a
decreasing function of the rest of the world real wage rate, cb, measured in
domestic currency units. That is, an increase in the average migration cost
will reduce the percentage of migrating insiders. An increase in the real
domestic consumer wage, by lowering the wage differential will induce a
lower number of insiders to migrate. Finally, an increase in co due to an
increase in (of or an increase in S, by widening the wage differential, will
induce a larger number of insiders to migrate.
The effective union membership can be illustrated in Figure 4 in the (cop，L)
space by the upwards sloping line MA.
We may now turn our analysis to the trade union. How will the union act
when it is faced with the possibility that its members may migrate abroad?
Given that the union is assumed to care about the welfare of its existing
employed members, the kink of the union’s indifference curves will occur
along its effective membership line MA. That is, the union’s indifference
curves will be horizontal to the right of the membership line MA and down
wards sloping to the left of it. Furthermore, since we are to the right of the
demand curve, the points of tangency between an isoprofit curve and a

13. This can be seen as a membership demand. See Booth & Chatterji [1993] for a simi
lar derivation but in a framework that ignores insider power and migration.
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union’s indifference curves are along the MA line. That is, in period 2，the
effective membership line MA is now the new contract curve. Efficient bar
gains in period 2 are therefore on the MA line. The particular point of the
MA line that will determine the bargained real wage and the level of employ
ment is given by the intersection of the MA with the power locus CE. Let Z
be the point of intersection. At Z the bargained wage is higher than at E ，
since a movement from E to Z, along the downward sloping power locus,
represents higher wages and lower employment. Algebraically, point Z is
determined by the solution to the equation for effective membership, given
by (9)，and by the expression for the power locus which is obtained from
the maximization of

Max
L

1+0

L
Me
2

[U{coc) - U { X)}

[ /(L )- c o fF

(10)

That is,
(O n

l+ (

+ / u 2)

(ID

To study the comparative statics we shall make the assumption of a CobbDouglas production function i.e.
f(L)=kL\

(12)

where ^ is a constant and 0 < a < 1. Substituting (12) into the equation for
the power locus and solving for L 2 we obtain
p\ l-

(13)

where
(a +(l))k
(1 +0 )

>0

Substituting (13) into the equation for the effective union membership
and rearranging we have
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Proposition 1: The home real product wage as well as the home real con
sumption wage will be higher under conditions of international migration
than without international migration.

This is because an existing wage differential between the home country
and abroad, i.e. co> coc
2 will create a migration outflow of workers and will
therefore reduce the number of remaining insiders and thus the number of
jobs to be protected by the union.14 Since the behaviour of the union is
determined by the behaviour of insiders who are also assumed to be able to
know the migration outflow of the union members, the union will bargain
for a real wage so that all of its remaining members will be employed i.e.
Me
2- L 2< L[. Given the negative relationship between employment and real

product wages, reflected in the power locus, the union will achieve a higher
real product wage

than that achieved in the absence of international

migration, i.e. co^ > o)f. This also implies a higher real consumption wage in
period 2，i.e. a)c
2 > 예，for any given real exchange rate.15 Therefore, using
the assumption of risk neutrality, we may write 에 > co[= [y//(y/-l)]Xy
where y/= (0 +a )/0 (l - a)
Proposition 2: Real product and real consumption wages in period 2 are
inversely related to membership in period 1.

From (14) we have

14. As Ghosh [1996], p. 90 notes “empirical evidence in several labour-sending countries
confirms the negative consequences of labour outflows on employment”.
15. This result is in line with Hazari [1994] who finds that outmigration results in an
increase in the reward of the remaining potential migrants. For empirical evidence
see G hosh [1996], G hatak [1996], Boyer [1993], and Carrington [1996]. G hosh
[1996] also records many cases concerning the positive effect of emigration effect on
real wages. More specifically, the case of the Republic of Korea in 1975-1980 where
wages in the construction sector increased sharply. Similarly, in Pakistan, Thailand
and Sri Lanka, since the mid-1970s, wages of workers in occupations affected by
migration had risen faster than in other occupations. See also Boyer, Haton and
O ’Rourke [1993] for similar results concerning the case of Ireland. Indeed, this posi
tive effect of migration outflows on real wages has induced countries such as the
Philippines, Portugal and Turkey to make worker exports an integral part of their
economic development strategy see e.g. Carrington [1996].
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dcoj = (o)^)(1+(y)S(1-x\co-coc
2-iJ)
_ bJiaS{l-l) +I^((op
2)(1+a)

Q^

do^ = (co^1+c)(m-coc
2-JI) <
dL\ ~ 떼 사 +I^{co^Uo)

where a = 1 /(1 - a) and 6)- coC
2 <p,.
That is, for any given wage differential between the home country and
abroad, higher union membership in period 1 will result in higher effective
membership in period 2. Since effective membership is equal to employ
ment in period 2, the employment level in period 2 will increase. This in
turn is possible only through a lower real product wage. Therefore, higher
membership in period 1 will be associated with a lower real consumption
wage in period 2 .
Proposition 3: An increase in the average migration cost will reduce the
home real consumption wage:
d(Op
2_
dji ~

{(Q-(Oc
2)I^Sa-l \(Op
2f +a)
Jiib Jia S ^ +I^((Op
2f +a)]

d(oc
2
(co-co^(ap
2f +a)
百 - 피秘frS(1—
사+L > 2T +CT)]

That is, an increase in the average migration cost, by reducing the per
centage of insiders who are potential migrants at any given wage differential
between home and abroad, will result in a higher number of non-migrating
insiders. Therefore, more jobs should be protected by the union and the
bargained real product wage has to be lower at a higher average migration
cost The lower home real product wage will in turn result in a lower home
real consumer wage.
Proposition 4: An increase in the rest of the world wage rate measured in
foreign currency units will increase both the home real product wage and the
home real consumer wage:

d(4

z;5K ) (1+(T)

dcof

bJLoS{l~x) +1\(a)|)(1+CT)

:0

d M
dcof

:0
bJlGS{l~^ +L\0w|)(1+<7)

That is, an increase in o)f，by increasing the existing real wage differential
between home and abroad, will induce a larger number of insiders to
migrate abroad. Therefore, the remaining insiders, acting through their
unions, will be able to increase the real product wage. Moreover, at a given
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real exchange rate, the increase in the real product wage will increase the
home real consumer wage.
Proposition 5: An increase in the real exchange rate, will increase the home
real product wage. The sign of the change in the home real consumer wage is
ambiguous:
dcot

1；
(0)|)(1+0)[ ^ + (1 - ^ ^ ] ：
Q and

dS ~ S[6/I(7S(1-« +L；
K ) a+a)]

do)c
2 _ (cop
2)a+a)L \ m (l- ^ (卜
J])

?

dS ~ S[bJl(7S(1-X) +I^(co^1+a)]

'

where £ = 1 + ~ — and 77 = ^ +(°2 > 1 . since co< jl+ (O2
s
(1 -A)
1
m
If

r] then (da^/dS) > 0; otherwise {doyf/dS) < 0
That is, an increase in the real exchange rate (depreciation) will increase

the existing real wage differential between home and abroad through two
channels. First, it will increase the real rest-of-the-world consumer wage in
domestic-currency units. Second, it will reduce the home real consumption
wage. The increase in the existing real wage differential will induce a larger
Figure 4
Determination of the Bargained Wage m
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proportion of insiders to migrate abroad. Therefore, the smaller number of
remaining insiders, acting through their union, will succeed in achieving a
higher real product wage. In terms of Figure 4，an increase in S will shift the
MA line leftwards (not shown) along the power locus and will thus lead to a
higher real product wage and lower employment in period 2. Moreover,
whether or not the increase in real product wage will affect the home real
consumption wage depends upon the value of ^ relative to that of 77, which,
in turn, depends upon the percentage of potential migrants, the elasticity of
the production function with respect to labour and the relative share of
home goods in total domestic consumption.
Proposition 6 : A positive shock in the demand for output by strengthening
the bargaining position of the trade union will lead to an increase in both the
real consumer wage and the employment level

Following Blanchard & Fischer [1989], we rewrite the production func
tion as f(L) =kOLa, where 6 is an improvement in the firm’s product market.
The positive shock, 0, by increasing both the marginal product of labour
and the average product, will shift the power locus upwards along the
unchanged membership line and will thus lead to a higher real product
wage real consumer wage and employment level. Indeed, equations (13)
and (14) remain the same except that the v a lu e of b is now given hy b = bO.
Differentiating (14) with respect to 6 and 에 , one can obtain
dcoj _ b J i o S ^ e ^ ^ r ^
dd

and dcol _

b J I c r S ^ + I^ (c o i)(1+a)

b jjg d a% ^ 2 r +a)

d6 ~ b p a S ^ + L \(c o ^ a+a)

also differentiating (13) we have
dL,

_

baL[eaa(co ^1+a)

；

~dd ~ b /u a S ^ +L\(0)^){1+a) >

The relative sizes of these effects on real product wage and employment
depend upon the slope of the membership line. Indeed, from equation (9)
—0(1ᅳ
又
)
one may find that the slope of the membership line is ^
. The steeper
is the slope of the membership line the higher will be the change in the real
product wage and the less the size of change in employment, following the
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positive shock in the product market. Clearly, a very large initial labour L\
force will result relatively small changes in the real product wage while
employment will bear most of the brunt of adjustment (Proposition 1).

IV. Conclusions

In this paper we have incorporated the possibility of international migra
tion of labour into a model of open economy with a non-competitive labour
market. Our approach to the specification of the labour market is based on a
trade union model where employed workers can exercise insider power.
The model we have developed allows for a simultaneous determination of
union membership, migration flows and real wages. In this framework, we
have shown that migration outflows, by reducing the membership of the
trade union, lead to a real consumer wage higher than what would have
been in the absence of migration. We have also shown that an increase in
the rest-of-the-world wage or a decrease in the migration cost, by inducing a
larger proportion of insiders to migrate abroad, will lead to higher real con
sumer wages at home. An increase in the real exchange rate will also in
crease the home real product wage. However, the sign of change in the
home real consumer wage is ambiguous. Finally, an improvement in the
firm’s product market, by strengthening the bargaining position of the trade
union, will raise both the domestic real consumer wage and the employ
ment level.
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